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Run-Flat Tyre
A This FIeetWatch picture from Patrick
O'Leary's camera was taken after a tyre
on a three—axle unit burst into flames
post inspection by a forensic investigator
concluded this was a run—flat incident

,

By Dave Scott, FIeetWatch Technical Correspondent
t seems such an easy option to blame a road

crash on tyre failure.Was it incompetent driving,
poor tyre maintenance, overloading, low-quality
puncture plugs, over-speeding,no valve caps, an
out-of—round rim, bleeding hot tyre pressures or
the road conditions? No! It was the fault of the
tyre.Among the chaos and wreckage who will
discover the real truth?That’s why today we no longer
call this an accident — it’s a road crash crime.....someone
was

to blame!

Craig Proctor-ParkenAccident Specialist CEO,

points out“lt’s somewhat alarming that all too often a
driver will simply allege a ‘blow-out' or tyre failure of
some sort being the cause, and thereby assumingthey
will have an escape route‘".
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How big is the problem!

The eThekwini Municipality maintains a municipal
database for crash-stats at a world-class level — over
a three-year period, 20|2 through 20l4, a total of 537
reported incidents of ‘Tyre Blowout‘ are indicated. And
the N3 clears |0,000 tyre carcasses off this toll-route
every year! There’s enough in these ﬁgures to result in
many court actions. (Note that no tyre manufacturer
condones plugging a tyre puncture hole — this voids all
tyre warranties)
Just follow the ‘bread-crumb-trail’ and tyre underinflation plays a major role — after all it is only a tyre
footprint and adhesion to the road that gives effect
to braking, steering and road-holding. Without this
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precious footprint ABS, EBD and all the modern,
alphabet-soup acronyms are useless.
There are many reasons for tyres to be under-inflated
and it’s costly. A quick reference chart allows this to be
quantiﬁed in cash:

Pressure error

Tyre life loss

too often the inner tyre on a dual set is often
tested to be around 400kPa when this should be
inflated to 650kPa — that’s a 38% pressure error with
a corresponding 60% loss of tyre life. It is a masked
inflation of operating cents/km. Note as well that if
the outer tyre is running at 700kPa and the inner is at
Far

400kPa they will have different rolling diameters and
the smaller diameter inner-tyre will travel slower than
the outer tyre. This results in the inner dragging and
wearing even faster!
If a tyre is subject to long-term under-inflation this
causes excessive flexing in the tyre, which builds up
internal heat and will eventually weaken the casing.
Under-inflated tyres also make the vehicle harder to
control - as the tyre squirms on the wheel and reduces
steering precision. It will also cause rapid shoulder and
irregular tread wear, resulting in premature replacement
of the tyre. This diagram clearly shows how shoulder
wear occurs:

Test Tyre Pile
A Craig Proctor—Parkerand Wesley Bhayat with the pile of
new tyres that were subject to repeated testing at different
pressure ratings and then carefully measured.

' Proctor-Parker investigated a major crash
six fatalities and

HM

Apart from shoulder wear which may have been
adjusted during service through correct pressure
settings, a question often arises in court around ‘what
length of time is required to run a tyre under-inflated
and show visible signs of under inflation?‘

Groundbreaking study

Proctor-Parker and
his team at Accident Specialist have researched the
answer to this question that arises so frequently in the
courtroom. This investigation has been conducted over
l8 months, involving the study of 80 research papers
for a total of I40 hours and the use of eight passenger
car tyres sponsored by Bridgestone. Here are the major
background sources to this research;
In

‘
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a ground-breaking study,
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resulting in

two serious injuries on the outskirts

of Pietermaritzburg. In this crash ‘the loading (sideforce) applied to the tyre had been so severe that
the deformation of the tyre caused the tyre to be
displaced from the rim bringing the rim in contact
with the road surface’. Under-inflation enhances
the situation where side-force loading can separate
a tyre from the rim. The tyres on the car showed
clear evidence of puncture plugs and that the left rear
tyre had been running under-inflated for some time.
There was relatively minor evidence of under-inflation
on the outside of the tyre but tyre damage was
predominantly evident on the inside of the tyre. 15

’

"Tyres by themselves don't

fai|.Maintenance, road surface
conditions and driving skills

determine what happens to

tyres."

Mr Rohlwing
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Team Proctor-Parker then conducted their own tests
on new cars. Scientiﬁc equipment included the use of
temperature probes, pressure gauges, and an X-ray
machine. Video equipment employed was a GoPro
camera used on the side on the vehicle with a tyre/
road interface — watch this on https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=zENth<mOLyc

I

I

The ﬁrst test was fortuitous following a pothole
strike driving a car shod with Goodyear Eagle
Fl 225/40/Rl8 92W Asymmetric Run-Flat tyres.
This car was driven at 50km/h for one hour 40mins
in run-flat, wholly deflated condition over 72km.
Severe abrasion of the inner lining was obvious
including the appearance of rubber granules.
The subsequent tests were conducted on one car
for test repeatability and all executed in January
20|4 between 09h00 and |4h00 in sunny, dry
weather with temperatures around 300 Celsius.
Four test runs were conducted on set, GPSmeasured routes, at different pressures running at
recommended pressure and at 25%, 50% and 75%
below the recommended standard. Rubber granule
particles inside the casing at 75% below highlight the
deflation damage

LEGAL PRECEDENT
Car rental companies are oblivious to the
serious risk-claims lurking in faulty tyres. It is 16 years
since the outcome of a court-case, Zeda Car Rental
(Pty) Ltd t/a AVIS Rent-A-Car v. Beverley Anne Fourie
and Others No.149/2000, 25th Sept 2001. The then cost
to AVIS was R3,5 million - escalate that now to 2017
and a court action based on the Zeda Car precedent
would today run into a multi-million Rand disaster
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Under Inflation
A Heat is the enemy of a tyre and
promotes heat build-up.

under—inflation

Conclusion

The prima Facie evidence presented in Accident
Specialist’s IOI-page research report strongly emphasizes
the following:
Any crash questioning the integrity of tyres means that
they must be subjected to forensic internal, not just

external, examination.
The age of a tyre plays a role — ‘People do not identify
tyre aging as a safety hazard‘. ‘An unsafe tyre due to
tyre aging might not visibly show (to the naked eye) any
visible degradation.’ Most tyres begin to signiﬁcantly
degrade around ﬁve years from the date of manufacture.
Six years from the date of manufacture, most tyres are
no longer safe for use on a vehicle.
A driver will rarely, if ever, admit to having abused
the tyres — what are the job descriptions, checks and
balances in place to prevent abuse?
Tyre pressure checks must be conducted cold — a hot
tyre gains up to 20% in pressure. Untrained forecourt
pump attendants will happily bleed hot tyres to bring
them down to the recommended pressure resulting in
under-inflation all round. This is also often aggravated
by using uncalibrated tyre pressure gauges.
Over-inflation not only results in a reduction of tyre life
(20% reduction for a 20% over-inflation) but also boosts
the chance of an impact fracture when the rubber
meets a pothole.
Crash forensic researchers must understand the
importance of establishing the exact speciﬁcations
of the tyre in question and keep this in mind
when starting off any investigation. More strongly
'
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Rubber Granules
4 What is evident from running a very under-inflated
tyre for a long period is inside a tyre. Excessive heat forms
rubber granules that break off and accumulate inside the

tyre.

Run-Flat Smash
:

V All that is left of a safe and well—constructed BMW after
an under—inflated tyre came offthe rim that bit into the tar
and caused a collision with an oncoming Mahindra Scorpio.
(bottom photo)

constructed tyres will show less evidence of under-

inflation over long distances. Tyre quality does play a
role — buy cheap and fail early!
- Modern vehicles are very well designed in terms of
road-holding capabilities — unless it is a steering tyre

that is running seriously under-inflated, the driver, in

probability, will only mildly experience an underinflated tyre when it is almost a run-flat.
Heat is the enemy of a tyre and under-inflation
promotes heat build-up. No one is going to carry
temperature probes on a long road journey but
it makes complete sense to touch all tyres when
refueling — any tyre that is burning hot and out of a
similar temperature range as the other tyres, will be
the one to fail on the road. The writer has proved this
on two occasions.
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Proctor-Parker has the ﬁnal say —

“Any tyre incident

dealt with must ensure that careful and quick analysis of the
post-crash tyre pressures be checked and recorded. If any
incorrect tyre pressure is noted, the root cause of this must
be determined as a starting point. It is highly unlikely that
any severe damage to a tyre from being under-inﬂated would
be evident externally in any short period of distance or time.
And ‘perhaps the issue of the tyre appearing visually to be
undamaged, more so to the general untrained members of
the public, is a cause for concern. A special acknowledgment
goes to Bridgestone South Africa for eight new tyres used in
this project.’

The best of all is that Proctor-Parker has intended this
valuable research to be ‘open source’ — whoever wants
it and would like to read, learn, critique or comment is
welcome. You can download a free 5.|9MB pdf ﬁle copy
at http://accidentspecialist.co.za/site/underinflated—tyre—casestudy—research/
2017/
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People do not identify tyre aging
as a safety hazard. Most tyres
begin to significantly degrade
around five years from the date of
manufacture. Six years from the
date of manufacture, most tyres are
no longer safe for use on a vehicle.
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